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importance this would have in history, as the match that
set light to explosives scattered throughout Europe and
started the Great War, it was hailed by News Editors as
a god-send*
On another Sunday night—or early Monday morning
—there was sent round by the British United Press, a
news agency, announcement of the destruction of the
airship-R. 101 with the British Air Minister (Lord
Thomson) on board* It is one of the curiosities of
journalism that this reached the B*U*P* from Buenos
Aires, When news of the disaster near Beauvais got to
Paris, it was immediately sent to South America, whence
it was flashed back to London*
The B*U*P* had another piece of luck that morning.
Trying to put a telephone call through to Beauvais, they
got mixed up with a call that an aircraftsman who had
escaped the wreck was making to the Air Ministry* He
told the full story before he knew he was talking to a
newspaper man. However, he was assured that his par-
ticulars should be given to the officials, and they were*
But they were also sent out as the first detailed account of
the catastrophe*
No matter how prudent and enterprising the News
Editor may be in searching for hints of news and putting
reporters on to them, much falls into his lap unexpectedly*
Reporters have begun to come in soon after the News
Editor took his seat* Some are sent out on engagements
noted in the Diary—these are probably not worth much*
The men with the keenest noses for news and the most
patient tenacity in tracking down facts or people are
reserved for more difficult jobs* They may be told to
find out what action the police mean to take in a murder
case where a strong suspicion points to the probable

